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In this report we present a general introduction to object recognition. We begin with brief
discussions of the terminology used in the object recognition literature and the psychophysi
cal tasks that are used to investigate object recognition. We then discuss m odels o f shape
representation. We dispense with the idea that shape representations are like the 3-D models
used in computer aided design and explore instead models o f shape representation that are
based on feature descriptions. A s these descriptions encode only the features that are visible
from a particular viewpoint, they are generally viewpoint-specific. We discuss various means
of achieving viewpoint-invariant recognition using such descriptions, including reliance on
diagnostic features visible from a wide range of viewpoints, storage of multiple descriptions
for each object, and the use of transformation mechanisms. Finally, we discuss how differ
ences in viewpoint dependence that are often observed for within-category and betweencategory recognition tasks could be due to differences in the types o f features that are natu
rally available to distinguish among different objects in these tasks.

Introduction
Humans possess a remarkable ability to deter
mine what things are simply by looking at them.
We do this very quickly and very accurately. Ne
vertheless, it has proven especially difficult to
build com puter systems with this ability, under
scoring the complexity of this task. As in many
other domains, humans and (today’s) computers
have com plementary visual processing skills. For
example, although there exist artificial vision sys
tems capable of detecting flaws in complex m anu
factured products that would go completely unno
ticed by most human observers, we have been
unable to build artificial systems that possess any
three year old’s ability to distinguish her own toys
from her friend’s.
Perhaps one reason for this difference is that a
machine can know in advance exactly what visual
features to look for in order to identify a defective
product. This is because we can simply build the
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machine to look for these features. In contrast, we
know much less about what features are useful for
identifying everyday objects. Furtherm ore, besides
knowing what features are useful for detecting a
defective product, we can be sure that these fea
tures will always be available in a controlled
m anufacturing environment. For example, we can
arrange it so that the size of the image to be pro
cessed is always the same, and we can control
viewing conditions such as viewing angle and light
ing. This is certainly not the case in the natural
environment. The size in which an object is imaged
on the retina might never be the same in more
than one instance, and conditions such as lighting
are always changing. Perhaps most important, it
is not true that the same features will always be
available to recognize an object in the natural en
vironment. The same object can appear in many
different orientations with respect to the viewer,
and the features that are visible in different views
of the object will never be exactly the same.
As a simple example of some of the many diffi
culties encountered in visual processing, consider
the office scene depicted in Fig. 1.
Although there are many objects in the scene,
we have little difficulty determ ining what they are
and how they can be used. Most would agree, for
example, that all but one of the chairs depicted in
the scene are of the same make, despite the fact
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Fig. 1. A n office scene illustrating som e o f the many difficulties encountered in visual processing.

that they appear in different orientations, under
different illuminations, and in different sizes in the
image. In particular, notice that the bounding con
tour of the chair in the lower right corner is iden
tical to the bounding contour of the shadow on the
back wall. Clearly no one would attem pt to sit in
the chair projected on the wall. Likewise, no one
would attem pt to sit in the chair atop the desk,
though it’s image size is identical to that of the
chair seen through the door on the back wall. A n
other difficulty that is apparent upon viewing this
scene is that objects must be segregated from the
background before they can be recognized. A l
though we will only consider recognition of iso
lated objects in the present chapter, the reader
should be aware that segregating figure from
ground is not a trivial problem. We leave it as an
exercise for the reader to identify some of the
other problems one is likely to encounter in inter
preting this scene.
A nother reason why it has been difficult to
make progress in understanding visual processing

is that our subjective impressions tell us very little
about how it is done. For example, although it
seems that we can recognize objects equally well
from any viewing angle, psychophysical evidence
suggests otherwise. Palmer, Rosch, Chase (1981)
studied the time required to name objects seen
from different viewpoints and found that certain
“canonical” views were named more quickly than
other non-canonical views. This difference in nam 
ing time occurred despite the fact that subjects
handled and visually inspected the objects prior
to participating in the naming task. Blanz, Vetter,
Bülthoff, and Tarr (1995) dem onstrated that dif
ferent observers agree to a large extent on what
views of an object are canonical. Observers in
their study selected canonical views by rotating
computer-simulated, 3-D objects with a space ball.
Throughout this chapter we will present experi
m ents relevant to the question of what visual fea
tures are used to perform various tasks, and we
will discuss several models of how these features
are organized into visual representations. We will
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dispense with the idea that visual representations
are like the 3-D models used in computer aided
design and explore instead models of recognition
based on feature descriptions. Before we get too
deep into this, however, it will be useful to define
some of the terms used in the object recognition
literature and discuss some of the tasks that are
used to study object recognition.
Terminology
The term recognition has been used to refer to
many different visual abilities, including identifica
tion, categorization, and discrimination. Normally
when we speak of recognizing an object we mean
that we have successfully categorized it as an in
stance of a particular object class. 1 For example,
upon viewing the objects in Fig. 2, one is likely to
conclude first that they are chairs.

This level of categorization, term ed the basic
level (Rosch, Mervis, Gray, Johnson, and BoyesBraem, 1976) or the entry level (Jolicoeur, Gluck,
and Kosslyn, 1984), is the level at which objects
are most quickly and easily categorized. Subordi
nate-level classification (e.g., the chair in the upper
left corner is a kitchen chair) typically takes some
what longer, and superordinate-level categoriza
tion (e.g., th at’s a piece of furniture) takes even
longer (Jolicoeur et al., 1984). In the context of a
psychophysical experiment, the term recognition
sometimes means something other than entrylevel categorization. In some experiments subjects
must decide whether test objects were seen pre
viously in the experim ent (e.g., old-new recogni
tion), or subjects must decide whether two images
depict the same object (e.g., same-different judg
ments or match-to-sample judgments). Although
conceptually these tasks are not equivalent to en
try-level categorization, they tell us a great deal
about the features that are processed by the visual
system. Clearly, successful entry-level categoriza
tion is not the end of visual processing. It would
not go unnoticed, for example, if someone were to
break into your house and replace each piece of
furniture in the den with a different piece having
the same name. Likewise, we have no difficulty
distinguishing the different objects in Fig. 2, al
though each would be immediately classified as a
chair. Visual processing and visual memory go
much deeper than entry-level categorization.
These other tasks help us to understand visual pro
cessing at these deeper levels.
Tasks

Fig. 2. Computer-simulated chairs used in research by
Blanz et al. (1995).

'N otice that for face recognition, a widely studied area
of object recognition, the term recognition refers not
to the classification of the object as a face, but to a
determination o f whether the face is known or un
known. This underscores the fact that face recognition
is an inherently subordinate-level classification task.
Readers interested in learning more about face rec
ognition research should see Bruce (1988).

Researchers use many different experimental
tasks to investigate object recognition, some of
which are summarized in Table I.
These tasks can be divided into explicit and im
plicit tasks. Explicit tasks require the subject to
make comparisons among two or more objects
presented during the experiment. In a same-dif
ferent task, for example, subjects view images of
two objects, either simultaneously or in sequence,
and decide w hether they depict the same object.
In a match-to-sample task, the same target object
is presented for recognition more than once
among different distractor objects. Finally, in an
old-new recognition task, subjects study many
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Table I. A summary of som e of the tasks used to study
object recognition.
Same-different
judgments
D ecide whether
two images pre
sented at the
same time or in
sequence depict
the same object.

Object naming

Explicit tasks
Match-to-sample
judgments
Recognize the
same target ob
ject each time it
is shown in a list
of objects.

Old-new
ments

judg

R ecognize each
of several target
objects in a list
of objects.

Im plicit tasks
Object possibility decisions

Nam e each object in a
list of objects as quickly
as possible.

D ecide whether each object in a list of objects can
exist in the 3-D environ
ment.

target objects and then attem pt to identify these
objects among a set of distractor objects. In all of
these tasks, attributes of the target objects such as
the viewpoints from which they are seen or their
projected sizes are often changed from study to
test.
A defining characteristic of explicit recognition
tasks is that they require the subject to refer back
to specific, previously studied objects to perform
the task. Implicit recognition tasks such as object
naming or decisions of object possibility (see be
low) do not require subjects to refer back to pre
viously studied objects. These tasks can be p er
formed solely on the basis of the information
presented at the time of test. In an object naming
experiment (e.g., Palmer et al. (1981)) subjects re
spond as quickly as possible to each test object by
calling out the name of the object or pressing a
key corresponding to its name. A lthough naming
an object requires some prior visual experience
with objects from the class, it does not require that
a particular exemplar of the class be recalled. In
an object-decision experiment (e.g., Schacter,
Cooper, Delaney, Peterson and Tharan, 1991; Wil
liams and Tarr, 1996) subjects decide whether each
test image depicts an object that can exist in the
3-D environment. (Examples of “possible” and
“impossible” objects like those used in experi
ments by Schacter et al. (1991) and Williams and
Tarr (1996) are shown in Fig. 3F).
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In most experiments using an implicit task, sub
jects view the same objects more than once during
the experiment. For example, subjects might name
the same set of objects two or more times in dif
ferent blocks of the experiment. In object-decision
experim ents subjects often perform very different
tasks each time the objects are seen. In Schacter
et al. (1991) experiments, for example, subjects re
ported whether the objects faced mostly to the left
or mostly to the right the first time they were
shown, and they decided whether the objects were
possible or impossible the next time they were
shown. Although object naming and object possi
bility decisions can be perform ed without refer
ence to particular objects seen previously during
the experim ent, perform ance is often different for
repeated objects (even if subjects cannot accu
rately report having seen the objects before). For
this reason, these tasks are often called priming
tasks. As in explicit tasks, it is common to vary
attributes of the repeated objects from study to
test, such as the viewpoint from which they are
seen, their projected size, or their position in the
visual field . 2
Objects
The choice of stimuli to be used in an object
recognition experiment is of special importance.
Some researchers use familiar, everyday objects,
arguing that this allows for a more direct investiga
tion of the visual processing that we engage in
most, namely, entry-level categorization. These re
searchers have typically used artists’ renderings of
objects such as those found in Snodgrass and
Vanderwart (1980), but more recently, with ad
vances in desktop com puter graphics, some re
searchers have begun to use realistically shaded
objects such as the chairs shown in Fig. 2. Exam 
ples of shaded, line drawing, and silhouette objects
such as those used in experiments by Biederman
2 Som e researchers have argued that explicit and im
plicit recognition tasks might involve very different
processing of visual information. Specifically, it has
been argued that explicit tasks are more sensitive to
episodic attributes of stimulus items such as the par
ticular size and orientation in which they are shown.
These issues are beyond the scope of the present
chapter, but the interested reader is directed to papers
by Biederman and Cooper (1992) and Schacter
(1987).
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Visual Representations
Three-dimensional models

Fig. 3. Some of the objects used in recent object recogni
tion experiments.

and Cooper (1991) and Hayward (1996) are shown
in panels A and B of Fig. 3. We will have more to
say about these particular objects in later sections.
A serious problem with the use of familiar ob
jects is that it is especially difficult to control the
subject’s prior exposure to the objects. Although
it is unlikely that subjects would have already seen
the particular renderings used in an experiment,
there remains the fact that they have seen similar
objects . 3 Furtherm ore, it is difficult to control pre
cisely the types of features that are available to
distinguish different objects. These concerns have
prom pted many researchers to use unfamiliar ob
jects. Examples of some of the unfamiliar object
classes that have been studied are shown in panels
C - F of Fig. 3. We will say more about these partic
ular object classes in later sections.
3 One must also be concerned with the potential influ
ence of verbal and semantic representations when
using familiar objects to study object recognition.

Given the wide-spread use of com puter aided
design (CAD) programs in recent years, one might
be tem pted to believe that visual representations
are like the three-dim ensional (3-D) models these
programs use to represent objects. There are cer
tainly some im portant advantages to such a repre
sentation. For example, a single model is sufficient
to represent any given object, so that little mem
ory is needed to represent the object, and it is easy
to visualize what the object looks like from any
viewpoint in space by simply rotating the model
appropriately. For this reason, some theories of
object recognition do rely on CAD-like 3-D mod
els. M arr and Nishihara (1978) (see also Marr,
1982), for example, proposed a modeling scheme
in which objects are represented in visual memory
as hierarchical arrangem ents of generalized cylin
ders. A cylinder coincident with the main axis of
the object forms the first level of the hierarchy,
and the locations and orientations of cylinders in
the next level are specified in 3-D coordinates rel
ative to this cylinder. Each of the cylinders in this
level can then serve as a reference for defining the
locations and orientations of cylinders in the next
level of the hierarchy. Because the positions of the
parts are defined relative to other parts of the ob
ject, the description of an object’s shape will be
the same regardless of the viewpoint from which
it is seen. In principle, then, only one model is
needed to fully represent an object’s shape.
The primary problem with the use of CAD-like
models for visual representation is that models of
this sort are very difficult to construct from the
inform ation available in 2-D images. Any 2-D im
age is always consistent with infinitely many 3-D
interpretations. We just can’t know what’s going
on behind the surfaces that happen to be visible
in the image. Perhaps a more compelling reason
to question the use of CAD-like visual representa
tions by the human visual system is that there ex
ists no solid psychophysical evidence that would
lead one to believe that CAD-like models are used
for object recognition. For example, because these
models are completely viewpoint invariant, it
should be possible using these models to recognize
objects equally well from any viewpoint. Palmer
et al. (1981) naming experiments suggest that this
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is not true for familiar objects, and the data we
present below show that it is certainly not true for
unfamiliar, computer-generated objects.
Feature descriptions
An alternative method of representing visual in
formation for recognition is to store descriptions
of objects that consist only of the features that are
visible from a particular viewpoint in space. An
object can then be recognized if the feature de
scription derived from an image of the object
matches sufficiently well a feature description
stored in memory. This approach avoids many of
the problems associated with 3-D reconstruction,
but it presents it’s own problems.
It should be made clear that feature descriptions
are not equivalent to “tem plates” or pictures in
the head. Such template models of visual repre
sentation are too inflexible to serve for general
purpose object recognition, as pictures of the same
object taken from different viewing angles or from
different distances can look very different. Thus,
to recognize an object from arbitrary viewpoints
using picture-like descriptions, far too many de
scriptions would have to be stored.
In contrast to pictures in the head, feature de
scriptions encode only some of the features pre
sent in an image. Determining exactly what these
features should be is not an easy question and is a
topic of ongoing research. Ideally, features should
be easy to extract from images, stable over
changes in viewing conditions such as lighting and
viewpoint, and unique to particular objects. These
criteria, unfortunately, are difficult to m eet, and to
the extent they are not met, recognition perfor
mance will suffer. For example, if the features ex
tracted from one view of an object cannot be iden
tified in another view of the object, then it might
be necessary to store more than one feature de
scription of the object to recognize it from these
different viewpoints. We present data relevant to
this issue in the next sections.
Viewpoint Dependence
Perhaps the most serious problem with the use
of feature-based descriptions for object recogni
tion is that different features are likely to be visi
ble in different views of the same object. If only
one description of the object were stored in m em 
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ory, then it would be difficult to recognize the ob
ject from viewpoints in which different features
were visible. This viewpoint dependence might not
be apparent for objects that we are familiar with as the visual system could store multiple descrip
tions of familiar objects following extensive ex
perience with different views of these objects but it should be apparent for unfamiliar objects
that have been seen from only one or a few view
points. This has in fact been dem onstrated in many
object recognition experiments using unfamiliar
objects.
Rock, DiVita, and Barbeito (1981) (see also
Rock and DiVita, 1987), for example, studied re
cognition of objects that they constructed by bend
ing wires into various 3-D shapes. An object sim
ilar to those used by Rock et al. is shown in the
bottom of panel E in Fig. 3. Subjects studied sev
eral of these objects, each from a single 3-D view
point, and then attem pted to recognize them
among other similarly constructed objects. Rec
ognition was quite good for objects that were
shown from the studied viewpoint, but recognition
was very poor for objects shown from novel view
points. Hum phrey and Khan (1992) reported com
parable findings for recognition of unfamiliar 3-D
objects composed of differently shaped clay parts.
Subjects studied 39 of these objects, each seen
from a single viewpoint, and then attem pted to
recognize them in an old-new recognition task
among similarly constructed distractor objects.
Target objects were recognized easily if they were
tested from the studied viewpoint, but they were
recognized quite poorly if they were tested from
novel viewpoints.
Similarly, Bülthoff and Edelman (1992) (see also
Edelm an and Bülthoff, 1992) observed viewpointdependent recognition of computer-generated,
“paper-clip” objects composed of several cylinders
connected end-to-end. Two such objects are shown
in panel C of Fig. 3. Subjects studied one of these
objects from two different viewpoints (a randomly
selected “frontal” view and a view rotated +75° in
depth about the vertical axis) and then attem pted
to recognize it from specific novel viewpoints in a
match-to-sample task among similarly constructed
distractor objects. Novel viewpoints were gener
ated by ( 1 ) rotating the object about the vertical
axis to views that were between the studied views
(the IN TER condition), (2) rotating the object
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about the vertical axis in the opposite direction
(the EX TR A condition), or (3) rotating the object
about the horizontal axis (the O RTH O condition).
Overall, recognition was better for views near the
studied views, but performance was best in the
IN T ER condition, somewhat worse in the EX TR A
condition, and worst in the ORTHO condition.
The significance of these findings will be dis
cussed below.
Viewpoint Independence
The extreme viewpoint dependence observed in
the studies just discussed seems to be at odds with
our phenom enal experience that objects are easy
to recognize regardless of the viewpoint from
which they are seen. We will discuss two ways in
which viewpoint-invariant recognition can be
achieved with more or less viewpoint-dependent
feature descriptions: ( 1 ) store multiple descrip
tions of objects, each specific to a different view
point, and ( 2 ) encode features that are more easily
recognized over a wide range of views.
Multiple descriptions
A series of experiments by Tarr (1995) lend
clear support to the hypothesis that the visual sys
tem stores multiple descriptions of the same ob
ject. Subjects in his study learned names for three
objects, each of which was shown repeatedly from
four specific viewpoints. The objects were com 
posed of blocks connected face-to-face like the ob
jects used by Shepard and Cooper in their studies
of m ental rotation (Shepard and Cooper, 1982).
Tarr found that the time needed to name novel
views of the objects presented in later blocks of
the experim ent varied with the 3-D angular dis
tance to the nearest studied view. This suggests
that viewpoint-specific descriptions were stored
for each of the studied views, and that novel views
were recognized by mentally rotating the test ob
ject to the nearest studied view.
Bülthoff and Edelm an’s (1992) experiments sug
gest another way in which multiple stored descrip
tions of an object can be used to recognize entirely
novel views of the object. Ullman and Basri (1991)
showed that it is possible, in principle, to recognize
certain novel views of an object if the 2-D image
locations of a small num ber of the features visible
in the view can be expressed as a linear combina

tion of the image locations of corresponding fea
tures in two or more known views of the object.
For example, if the two known views differ by a
rotation about the vertical axis, then it is possible,
in principle, to recognize any other view of the
object that is generated by a rotation about the
vertical axis. On the contrary, views generated by
rotating the object about other axes, for example,
the horizontal axis, cannot be recognized in this
way. This is precisely the pattern of recognition
perform ance that was observed in Bülthoff and
Edelm an’s experiments using INTER, EXTRA,
and O R TH O conditions.
Better feature descriptions
Although the visual system can store multiple
viewpoint-dependent descriptions of the same ob
ject, it would be a serious problem if too many
descriptions had to be stored to recognize every
day objects as well as we do from arbitrary view
points. The extreme viewpoint dependence ob
served in the experiments discussed above seems
to suggest that feature descriptions are highly
viewpoint specific, so that many descriptions
would be needed to recognize an object from arbi
trary viewpoints. It is im portant, however, to con
sider what kinds of features were available to
discriminate the objects used in those studies. For
example, different paper clip objects in Bülthoff
and E delm an’s (1992) experiments could be
discriminated only by the 3-D connection angles
between the cylinders. Experim ents by Sklar,
Bülthoff, Edelm an, and Basri (1993) indicated that
subjects recognize these objects on the basis of the
2-D projected connection angles, not the 3-D an
gles. The 2-D angles change considerably if the ob
ject is rotated in depth, perhaps preventing accu
rate recognition.
Recent experiments by Liter (1996) and Farah,
Rochlin, and Klein (1994) indicate that recogni
tion of rotated objects can be enhanced if targets
and distractors can be discriminated on the basis
of features that are more easily identified in ro
tated views. Liter (1996) studied objects similar to
Bülthoff and Edelm an’s paper clip objects, except
that three different part shapes were used in m ak
ing the objects. Examples of two of these objects
are presented in panel D of Fig. 3. These two ob
jects can be discriminated by the relative positions
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of the differently shaped parts. The object on the
left, for example, has two constricted cylinders on
one of its ends, whereas the object on the right
does not. Subjects studied six of these objects,
each seen from a single viewpoint, and then recog
nized them among an equal num ber of distractor
objects in an old-new recognition task. As in
Bülthoff and Edelm an’s studies, recognition de
clined with rotation in depth when the objects dif
fered only by the connection angles between the
parts. However, recognition of rotated objects was
enhanced if the order in which the different part
shapes were connected was different in different
objects (as in Fig. 3D). This experim ent dem on
strates that the range of viewpoints over which a
single studied view is useful for recognition de
pends on the features that are available to distin
guish different objects. Apparently, the different
part shapes could be identified from a wider range
of viewpoints than could the connection angles.
Similarly, Farah et al. (1994) found that adding
3-D surface features to bent-wire objects like
those studied by Rock and DiVita reliably en
hanced recognition of rotated objects. Objects
with surface features were made by bending oval
clay disks into shapes like potato chips. Wire ob
jects having no surface features were made by
tracing the edge of each bent disk with a wax-covered string. Examples of both types of object are
shown in panel E of Fig. 3. Subjects viewed two
surface objects or two wire objects in sequence
and decided whether they were the same or dif
ferent. When the same object was shown in both
intervals, the viewpoint from which it was seen was
sometimes different. Different views of surface
objects were more easily matched than different
views of wire objects, suggesting that the addi
tional features available in the surface objects
were more easily recognized in rotated views.
Entry-Level Recognition
The studies of Liter and Farah et al. indicate that
viewpoint dependence in object recognition de
pends critically on the types of features that are
available to distinguish different objects. The unfa
miliar objects used in the studies discussed above
were very similar to one another, as is typically
the case when one must distinguish among objects
in the same entry-level class. To discriminate
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among similar objects, one must rely on rather
precise features. Often, these features are difficult
to identify in different views of the same object.
Objects in different entry-level classes typically
differ by more complex features that are likely to
be identifiable from a wider range of viewpoints.
Tversky and Hemenway (1984), for example,
found that parts are especially useful for distin
guishing objects in different entry-level classes.
They found that objects in different basic-level
classes are typically composed of different parts,
whereas objects in the same entry-level class are
typically composed of the same parts.
Parts
Observations such as those made by Tversky
and Hemenway have prom pted some theorists to
propose part-based theories of object recognition
(Biederm an, 1987; Hoffman and Richards, 1984;
M arr and Nishihara, 1978). These theories fall into
two categories: ( 1 ) primitive-based theories, which
rely on a specific predefined set of parts, and (2 )
boundary-based theories, which define rules for
locating part boundaries rather than specifying
candidate parts in advance. Marr and Nishihara’s
(1978) theory is primitive-based because it repre
sents objects as a hierarchical arrangement of cyl
inders. Biederm an’s (1987) Recognition-by-Components (RBC) theory (see also Hummel and
Biederm an, 1992) is also a primitive-based theory,
as it represents objects with a set of 36 geometric
shapes term ed “geons.“ Unlike the 3-D models
proposed in Marr and Nishihara’s theory, geon de
scriptions are not based on a 3-D reconstruction
of the object. Rather, the description consists only
of a specification of which geons are visible in the
image and the gross 2-D spatial relationships
among them, for example, geon A is above geon
B, or geon A is to the side of geon B. Because
these descriptions encode only the parts of an ob
ject that are visible from a particular viewpoint
(Biederm an and Gerhardstein, 1993), multiple de
scriptions of an object will have to be stored if the
object is to be recognized from sufficiently dif
ferent viewpoints. Nevertheless, if parts are more
easily identified in rotated views, then viewpoint
generalization should be better when targets and
distractors differ by the makeup of their parts.
Hoffman and Richards (1984) agreed that ob
jects are represented by descriptions of their parts,
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but they argued that candidate parts do not have
to be defined in advance. Rather, they argued that
one needs only to define rules for locating parts in
images. They argued that proposals for particular
sets of parts are ad hoc, arbitrary, and have never
been dem onstrated to be adequate for represent
ing natural objects (see also Kurbat (1994) for a
discussion of the generality of Biederm an’s RBC
theory). Hoffman and Richards’ scheme for locat
ing part boundaries derives from the transversality
regularity, which states that “When two arbitrarily
shaped surfaces are made to interpenetrate they
always m eet in a contour of concave discontinuity
of their tangent planes” (p. 69). Such 3-D disconti
nuities produce concomitant discontinuities in the
object’s projected silhouette, so that one can infer
3-D part boundaries on the basis of simple image
information.
The majority of the experiments investigating
the role of parts in object recognition have used
priming tasks such as object naming. Priming is a
useful phenom enon for investigating what features
are used in object recognition because priming is
believed to occur only if the same visual features
are processed in the same way during study and
test (see, e.g., Roediger, Weldon, and Challis
(1989) and Schacter (1990) for discussions of the
nature of perceptual priming).
As a simple example of visual priming, consider
a series of experiments by Bartram (1974) in
which subjects repeatedly named photographs of
the same set of 1 2 objects in eight blocks of trials.
There were eight exemplars of each object class
(e.g., eight different chairs) so that sometimes sub
jects saw a different exemplar of each class in
every block (the different-exemplar condition),
and sometimes subjects saw the same exemplar in
every block. When the same exemplar was shown,
sometimes it was seen from the same viewpoint in
every block (the same-view condition), and som e
times it was seen from a different viewpoint in
every block (the different-view condition). In all
cases, the time to name the objects decreased as
the experiment progressed, indicating that having
named the objects in prior blocks facilitated or
primed naming them in later blocks.
Priming in the different-exemplar condition
probably was not based on repeated processing of
the same visual representations of the objects, as
the different exemplars would have shared few

visual features. Instead, priming in this condition
was most likely m ediated by a modality-free con
ceptual or semantic representation. Moreover, one
can be sure that priming in this condition was not
due to subjects simply responding more quickly as
the experiment progressed (i.e., task learning), as
altogether new objects presented in each block
were named no m ore quickly than objects in the
first block of trials. The im portant question for our
purposes is whether priming in the same- and different-view conditions was also based on repeated
use of the same non-visual representations. Two
results indicate that much of the priming in these
conditions was, in fact, visual. First, priming was
greater in both of these conditions compared to
the different-exem plar condition (with priming
greatest for the same-view condition). Second,
priming in the same- and different-view conditions
did not transfer to the different-exemplar condi
tion. In the transfer experiments, subjects named
the same exemplars of each object class repeatedly
during the first six blocks and then named new
exemplars in blocks seven and eight. The new ex
emplars were named almost as slowly as the new
objects presented in blocks seven and eight. This
suggests that priming was based on visual repre
sentations specific to the objects shown during the
first six blocks. Had the priming from blocks one
through six been based on a representation that
was not specific to the visual form of the viewed
object, subjects should have named new exemplars
much faster in blocks seven and eight.
Biederm an and his colleagues have conducted
a num ber of experiments to investigate whether
priming in object naming tasks depends on
whether the same parts are visible each time the
object is named. Biederm an and Cooper (1991),
for example, had subjects name degraded line
drawings of objects in which half of the contour
had been deleted. Two versions of each drawing
were created such that the contour missing from
one drawing was present in the other (comple
m entary) drawing. The deleted contour either
formed complete parts of the object so that the
two drawings of the object contained different
parts (the complementary com ponent condition),
or the deleted contour did not form complete
parts (the com plem entary contour condition).
Biederm an and Cooper argued that, although half
of the contour was deleted in the complementary
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contour condition, unlike in the com plementary
component condition, the same parts were visible
in both drawings. Subjects named these contourdeleted drawings in two experim ental blocks. As
in B artram ’s (1974) experiments, subjects named
identical drawings faster in the second block.
Complementary contour drawings showing the
same parts as the drawings nam ed in the first
block were also named faster in the second block,
but complementary component drawings showing
different parts were not.
In a similar series of experiments, Biederman
and Gerhardstein (1993) had subjects name intact
line drawings of objects. The objects were either
shown from the same viewpoint in both blocks, or
they were shown rotated about the vertical axis in
the second block. Regardless of whether the ob
jects were rotated, subjects named them faster in
block two relative to different exemplars of the
same objects or entirely new objects. Furtherm ore,
priming was slightly greater if the same parts were
visible in the rotated views than if different parts
were visible.
Although the visible-parts explanation of name
priming seems at first to be a good one, several
recent experiments cast doubt on whether it is a
complete explanation. Srinivas (1995), for exam 
ple, found that priming depended on the visible
parts only sometimes. In many cases, priming di
minished reliably with rotation in depth even
when the same parts were visible in the study and
test views. This suggests that priming might be
based on processing of features other than parts.
Further evidence against the visible-parts expla
nation comes from experiments by Cave and Kosslyn (1993). Their subjects named line drawings of
objects that had been broken into pieces either at
natural part boundaries (in some sense preserving
the visible parts) or unnatural part boundaries.
Naming time was longer for fragm ented as op
posed to whole objects, but it was not slower for
unnatural than for natural part breaks. Similarly,
naming was equally slow for unnatural and natural
part breaks when the fragments were moved to
different image locations, creating scrambled
images. These results suggest that recognition de
pends on the proper spatial arrangem ent of visual
features, but that these features are not necessarily
whole parts.
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An interesting series of experiments by H ay
ward (1996) suggests that a very simple source of
visual information, namely, the shape of an ob
ject’s bounding contour, can be used to predict the
magnitude of priming in object naming tasks. Sub
jects in Hayward’s experiments named shaded
images of familiar objects in the first block of the
experim ent and then named rotated versions of
the objects in the second block. The objects in the
second block were displayed with shading infor
mation as in block one, or they were displayed as
black and white silhouettes. The magnitude of
priming was the same for both shaded objects and
silhouettes. This result argues against the partbased explanation of priming, as recovering an ob
ject’s parts from a silhouette is very difficult, and
is likely to result in a part description that is much
different from the description that would be ob
tained from a shaded image.
Hayward found further evidence in favor of the
bounding-contour explanation in another experi
ment in which fully shaded objects in block two
were rotated by a small amount from block one
(so that the visible components were the same in
both blocks) or by 180 degrees. The visible parts
in the 180 degree condition were often very dis
similar from those in block one (because the back
of the object was shown rather than the front),
but the bounding contour was very similar. Aside
from slight distortions due to perspective pro
jection, the bounding contour in the 180 degree
condition was simply a mirror reflection of the
bounding contour seen in block one. The bound
ing contours of the objects rotated less than 180
degrees were much more dissimilar. Priming in
this experim ent was greater for objects rotated
180 degrees, suggesting that the shape of the sil
houette might be an im portant source of inform a
tion for initially accessing visual information
about objects. The bounding-contour explanation
of priming can also explain Biederman and Coo
per’s (1991) findings with complementary-contour
and complementary-component line drawings, as
the bounding contours of complementary-contour
drawings were more similar to one another than
were the bounding contours of complementarycom ponent drawings.
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The evidence presented here indicates that vis
ual representations for object recognition consist
of viewpoint-specific descriptions of a wide variety
of different features. Some of these features are
relatively easy to identify in rotated views,
whereas others can be identified from only a lim
ited range of viewpoints. We have shown that re
cognition performance can be explained in dif
ferent situations by considering which of these
features are used to distinguish the objects of in
terest. Features such as the visible components or
the shape of the bounding contour are often suffi
cient to distinguish objects in different entry-level
categories. As these features often remain un
changed over a wide range of viewpoints, entrylevel categorization is largely insensitive to
changes in viewpoint. To distinguish different ob
jects in the same entry-level category, it is often
necessary to rely on more precise features such as
the connection angles between the objects' parts
or the image locations of salient edges and verti
ces. These features can appear very different in
different views of the same object, making re
cognition perform ance with objects from the same
entry-level class sensitive to changes in viewpoint.
Finally, we showed how the limitations imposed by
relying on viewpoint-specific descriptions can be

overcome by storing multiple descriptions of the
same object, or by implementing transformation
mechanisms.
Although we have not attem pted to discuss neu
ropsychological and neurophysiological research
in the present chapter, these approaches are likely
to have a greater and greater impact on object re
cognition research in the future. Researchers in
these fields examine recognition performance in
brain injured populations (e.g., Farah, 1990) and in
nonhum an primate populations (e.g., Logothetis,
Pauls, Bülthoff, and Poggio, 1994). Recent ad
vances in brain imaging technology such as func
tional magnetic resonance imaging will also con
tribute significantly in the near future to our
understanding of the brain mechanisms that con
tribute to object recognition.
A great deal of work remains to be done. We
need a firm computational definition of what con
stitutes a visual feature. We need to determine
whether there are rules specifying which views of
an object should be stored in memory. This could
be based entirely on the frequency with which dif
ferent views are experienced, or it could be based
on geometric constraints. Some views of an object
might simply be more informative than others. Fi
nally, we must explore further how the visual sys
tem recognizes novel views of objects using only a
small set of stored descriptions.
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